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Any criminal activity 
that involves a 

computer or the 
Internet 

WHAT IS CYBER CRIME 



NORTON



Advancements in the healthcare industry, many of which are driven by 
technology, have resulted in healthcare providers storing and processing 
more data than ever before.  From patient data to intellectual capital, 
insights gathered from analysing data continue to drive advancements 
in healthcare.  However, the adoption of technology and use of                                                          
new channels and platforms to gather, store and                                                
analyse data provides a larger attack surface for                                                 
cyber attackers to exploit



WHY HEALTHCARE? 





Affinity Health Plan, Inc.  A rented photocopier used to copy health records did not have its hard-drive 
wiped before its return. 344 579 records exposed 
Health Net.  A portable hard drive with seven years of personal and medical records was lost. 1 500 000 
records exposed 
Seacoast Radiology. Computer gamers hacked their server in search of more bandwidth to play Call of 
Duty: Black Ops. In the process they also gained access to personal records of the more than 230 000 
patients of the health center
French police health insurance.  Files uploaded to Google Drive by a 'malicious' employee. Data included 
home addresses and two weeks later a patient and French police officer was murdered.  112 000 records 
exposed
Dick Cheney.  The former American Vice President had the wireless functionality on his heart implant 
disabled amid fears it could be hacked in an assassination attempt.  Research by Barnaby Jack showed 
that implanted pacemakers and defibrillators could be hacked to deliver deadly shocks, he also 
demonstrated how a certain model of insulin pump could be hacked to administer lethal dosages

UNCONVENTIONAL CYBER BREACHES 



Best practice BYOD

Antivirus 

USB charging

Passwords 

Default 
passwords 

Cloud storage 

Geo tagging 
Updates and 

patches 

Remote wipe 

Think before you 
click

Cyber insurance 

Wi-Fi hotspots

HOW DO I PROTECT MYSELF?



Privacy Breach:  means a breach of confidentiality, infringement, 
or violation of any right to privacy, which results in harm to 
employees or third parties

Network Security Breach:  means a Downstream attack, or 
Unauthorised Access to, Unauthorised Use of, Theft of Data from, 
Denial of Service Attack or transmission of Malicious Code to the 
Insured’s Computer System, including physical theft of the 
Insured’s Computer System, or any part thereof

WHAT IS CYBER INSURANCE?



1st and 3rd party 
cover 

Notification 
Expenses 

Digital Media 

Cyber Liability 

Data Recovery Extortion 

Loss of business 
income 

Reputation 
management 

Business 
Interruption 

Crisis 
management 

Incident 
Response 

Fines and 
Penalties 

WHAT DOES THE POLICY COVER 



@Lady_Liabs

candices@itoo.co.za

082 346 1716 


